
Which words make the sentence correct? 
54_____37

Which words make the sentence correct? 
61_____20

Which words make the sentence correct? 
13_____28

Which words make the sentence correct? 
94_____90

Which words make the sentence correct? 
26_____47

Which words make the sentence correct? 
94_____29

Which words make the sentence correct? 
47_____16

Which words make the sentence correct? 
96_____92

Which words make the sentence correct? 
56_____14

Which words make the sentence correct? 
36_____57

is larger than the same as is smaller than is greater than equals is less than

is more than the same as is less than is more than equals is less than

is greater than the same as is less than is more than equals is smaller than

is larger than the same as is less than is greater than the same as is smaller th

is greater than equals is smaller than is larger than the same as is less than
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Which words make the sentence correct? 
16_____69

Which words make the sentence correct? 
20_____55

Which words make the sentence correct? 
93_____81

Which words make the sentence correct? 
13_____20

Which words make the sentence correct? 
21_____61

Which words make the sentence correct? 
21_____88

Which words make the sentence correct? 
23_____82

Which words make the sentence correct? 
48_____34

Which words make the sentence correct? 
62_____15

Which words make the sentence correct? 
42_____47

is larger than equals is less than is larger than the same as is smaller tha

is greater than equals is smaller than is greater than the same as is smaller t

is bigger than equals is smaller than is larger than equals is less than

is bigger than the same as is smaller than is more than the same as is less than

is larger than the same as is smaller than is larger than equals is less than
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